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Abstract
This paper represents a technique for creating CMOS circuits 
using MOSFET transistors.The paper presented is suitable for use 
in an introductory circuits course. The nmos and pmos transistors 
are approximated as ideal switches. Included in this paper are 
examples of several CMOS logic circuits implemented at the 
transistor level along with a design method for the implementation 
of CMOS circuits. Examples are also provided which show how the 
logic circuits can be simulated at the transistor level incorporating 
typical fabrication model parameters.
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I. Introduction
CMOS stands for ComplementaryMetal Oxide Semiconductor. 
Complementary:  there are N-type and P-type transistors.  N-type 
transistors use electrons as the current carriers.  P-type transistors 
use holes as the current carriers. Electrons are free carriers in the 
conduction band with energy of Ec or just above the conduction 
band edge.  Free electrons are generated by doping the silicon 
with an N-type impurity such as phosphorous or arsenic. A hole 
is a current carrier due to the absence of an electron in a covalent 
bond state, i.e. a missing electron which would otherwise be part 
of a silicon-to-silicon bond.  Holes are free carriers in the valence 
band with energy of Ev or just below the valence band edge.  
Holes are generated by doping the silicon with a P-type impurity 
such as boron. 

Metal: The gate of the transistor was made of aluminum metal 1. 
in the early days, but is made of polysilicon today (for the 
past 25 years or more).
Oxide: Silicon dioxide is the material between the gate and 2. 
the channel
Semiconductor: The semiconductor material is silicon, a type 3. 
IV element in the periodic chart.  Each silicon atom bonds to 
four other silicon atoms in a tetrahedral crystal structure.

II. CMOS NFET and PFET Transistors
N channel device:  built directly in the P substrate with N-doped 
source and drain junctions and normally N-doped gate conductor. 
Requires positive voltage applied to gate and drain (with respect 
to source) for electrons to flow from source to drain (thought of as 
positive drain current). P channel device:  built in an N-well (a deep 
N-type junction diffused into the P substrate) with P-doped source 
and drain junctions and N or P-doped gate. Requires negative 
voltage applied to gate and drain (with respect to source) for 
electrons to flow from drain to source (thought of as negative 
drain current) shown in fig. 1.

 
Fig. 1: CMOS NFET and PFET Transistors

N-FET and P-FET Devices as Switches
NFET Device: Positive voltage (“1” or high) on gate relative to 
source turns device ON and allows positive current to flow from 
drain to source (switch closed).zero volts on gate (“0” or low) 
turns device OFF (open circuit). Source (vs drain) is the most 
negative terminal
PFET Device: Negative voltage (“0” or low) on gate relative to 
source turns device ON and allows (negative) current to flow 
from drain to source (closes switch). Zero volts on gate relative 
to source (“1” or high) turns device OFF (closes switch). source 
(vs drain) is the most positive terminal shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2: N-FET and P-FET Devices as Switches

III.Logic Design with CMOS Circuits
Schematically MOSFET transistors are typically identified using 
three possible schematic symbols. These symbols are shown in 
Fig. 1 for both n-channel (nmos) and p-channel (pmos) devices.
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Fig. 3: Schematic Symbols for the MOSFET Transistor

The MOSFET schematic symbols shown in fig. 3 (a) show the 
drain(D), gate(G), source(S), and connections for the transistor.
The AND/OR and Inverter Structure Creating “AND” and “OR” 
structures using MOSFET transistors is easily accomplished by 
placing the nmos and pmos transistors either in series (AND) or 
parallel (OR) as shown in fig. 2 and 3. Shown in fig. 4 (a) and (b) are 
two MOSFET transistors connected in series. The singular current 
path in both structures defines the “AND” operation. Shown in fig. 
5 (a) and (b) are two MOSFET transistors connected in parallel. 
The parallel current paths represent the “OR” structure.

Fig. 4: (a) NMOS “AND” Structure (b) PMOS “AND” 
Structure

Fig. 5:(a). NMOS “OR” Structure (b) PMOS “OR” Structure

IV. A Design Procedure for Creating CMOS Combinational 
Logic Circuits
The following design process [1] provides a method for obtaining 
an optimal CMOS combinational transistor structure given a 
functional (Boolean) expression. The method is based on the 
use of mixed logic concepts. The input variables should have a 
designated assertion level (i.e. Assert Low or Assert High).
1. Identify the “most common” input level by examination of the 
input assertion levels. This requires that the input assertion levels 
be defined. An input variable containing a conflict is treated as if it 

has the opposite assertion level. The “most common” input level 
will be either “Low” or “High”. This is determined by counting 
the number of asserted high or asserted low inputs after adjusting 
for conflicted inputs. 
2. The “most common” input level is used to specify the type of 
transistors used for implementing the analogous structure 
Most Common Input 
Level Analogous Structure

LOW PMOS transistors are used to create 
the analogous structure

HIGH NMOS transistors are used to create 
the analogous structure

3. If there is not a “most common” input level then select the 
input level to be the opposite level of the required output assertion 
level. 
4.(a) Create the analogous transistor structure directly from the 
functional logic expression. Use the transistor type specified in 
part 2 for creating the structure. 
4.(b)The complementary structure is created by applying 
DeMorgan’s theorem to the analogous expression. The transistor 
type is opposite to that used in part 4(a). 
5. Assemble the analogous and complementary structures to create 
the full CMOS equivalent circuit. In some cases, an inverter must 
be added to the output of the circuit to correct the output assertion 
level. 

V.Results and Discussions
We have simulated the right operation of logic gates with Standard 
CMOSFET model for unipolar devices using 500 nm technology. 
CMOS behavior was modeled by fixing the polarity gate signals 
i.e. the device polarities during simulations, along the procedure 
suggested by logic circuit]. All results are used to design 500 nm 
technology node for CMOS.In the simulations, we designed logic 
gates with equal rise and fall times, and the output current is equal 
to that of unit inverter. This produces CMOS gates implementing 
the function. Inverter, NAND, NOR, AND, XOR, logic gates 
circuits have been implemented and three examples like Inverter, 
AND and NOR are shown in Fig. 6(a), (b), (c). The simulated 
result shows the excellent power dissipation, time delay and rise 
time and fall time results (Table 1) and are simulated by mentor 
graphics tools using Higher education program software (HEP).

VI. Conclusion
This paper has presented a technique for creating CMOS logic 
circuits using discrete MOSFET transistors. The design technique 
provides a systematic method for designing and constructing 
any reasonably sized CMOS logic circuit device. The technique 
assumes that MOSFET devices operate as ideal switches with 
only an “on” and “off” mode. For simple circuits, the switching 
transient behavior is acceptable as long as information is provided 
regarding the power and propagation delay and Power Delay 
Product (PDP) are needed.
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Fig. 6(a): Implementation of CMOS Inverter Circuit

Fig. 6(b): Implementation of CMOS NAND Gate

Fig. 6(c): Implementation of CMOS NOR Gate

Table 1: Time Delay, Power Dissipation and Fall Time and Rise 
Time for CMOS Logic Gates
Logic 
Design Si CMOS Design

Logic 
Block

Time 
Delay

Power 
Dissipation Fall time Rise time

Inverter 40ns 119.9552pW 209.65pS 179.08pS
NAND 48.883nS 15.4418pW 335.46pS 415.09pS
NOR 40.15nS 11.09 nW 192.5pS 283.17pS
AND 59.866nS 39.13 pW 219.78pS 66.462pS
OR 40.185nS 11.11nW 96.366pS 43.909pS
XOR 18.763nS 16.32nW 37.194pS 45.855pS
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